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SOME TIME ago, Nino Pirrotta pointed out that a change of technique and style must have occurred in Renaissance lute playing shortly before the end of the fifteenth century. He was interpreting the description of performance practice in Paolo Cortese's *De cardinalatu libri tres* of 1510 which distinguishes between the older monophonic manner and the new polyphonic manner. The earlier monophonic style using the plectrum technique, for which Cortese named Pietrobono de Burzelli as representative, persisted well into the sixteenth century. Some lutenists apparently were skilled in both styles of play and employed the one more suitable to the music they were performing. In 1523 Johannes Maria Germanus, whom Cortese credited with having established a new lute style, performed a composition for four voices with three other lutenists, using plectra in the monophonic manner. Yet the performance of music in monophonic style was partially satisfactory for most of the sixteenth-century lutenists. Hans Judenkönig spoke for the artistic superiority of the finger technique over the plectrum technique, and Cortese regards solo lute style as "the first genre of playing that can be praised for the way in which it is arranged and put together." The stylistic change in lute playing may be the cause

---

for the sudden appearance of lute tablatures in the late fifteenth century leading to the publishing of lute books in great numbers in the following century. Although in 1498 the Signory of Venice had granted Ottaviano Petrucci the privilege to print “Intaboladure d’Organo et de liuto” in the Venetian dominions for twenty years, there was a nine-year hiatus before Petrucci actually published his first books of lute tablatures, Francesco Spinacino’s *Intabolatura de lauto, libro primo and libro secondo* in 1507. Peirucci’s inactivity in this field may be explained by the immaturity of the market that might have led to financial losses not only because lute tablature was relatively new but also because solo lute playing was itself still a novelty. References such as an inscription attached to the carnival song *Quante bella giovinezza* composed by Lorenzo the Magnificent on the lute prior to the occasion of its first performance in 1489 may not be considered evidence for the cultivation of solo lute technique among late fifteenth-century amateur lutenists. Professional lutenists, however, may already have cultivated the new practice in the third quarter of the fifteenth century, for Johannes Tinctoris in his *De inventione et usu musicae* acknowledges the technical demands imposed by the performance of polyphonic compositions not only for two voices but also for three or four on the solo lute and cites “Henricus” and “Orbus ille germanus” as pre-eminent lutenists in this style.

According to Tinctoris, the lutenist “‘Henricus’ was in the service of Charles the Bold.” This musician is likely to be identical with a Henry Bouclers who is listed along with his brother Lienart as a lutenist in the register of the accounts for the Burgundian court for the years between 1467 and 1468. While Henry Bouclers’s name does not appear in the detailed list for the minstrels employed by Philip the Good at the Burgundian court, he may already have been in Charles the Bold’s service before Charles’s accession to the dukedom in 1467. Henry Bouclers may have been a member of a German family of instrumentalists who worked in the Burgundian orbit in the third quarter of the fifteenth century. Another lutenist called Conrart Bouclin who was in the service of the bishop of Liège in 1468 may have been related to Henry. In the next year, Charles the Bold expressed his gratitude to Henry and Lienart Bouclers as well as to Gaultier de Berchem by purchasing from a German merchant named
Molhams three new lutes, possibly made by a famous lute maker Conrade Gerle. A financial document from the same court in 1488 records Archduke Maximilian's gift of a lute to Lienart Bouclers, perhaps indicating the lutenist's continuous presence at the court. His brother Henry may also have remained there for some time after his disappearance from the court's account books in 1470. Since Tintorii's De inventione et usu musicae seems to have been written in 1480 or shortly thereafter, his description of Henry Bouclers as "recently in the service of Charles, Duke of Burgundy" implies that the theorist obtained his information on the lutenist when he made an undocumented trip north between 1476 and 1480. Moreover, it suggests that Henry Bouclers had already died when the Duke lost his own life in the battle of Nancy in 1477; or at least, Tintorii thought that Henry had died just prior to the compilation of the treatise.

The identification of "Orbus" poses problems because of the meager biographical information Tintorii offers in his De inventione et usu musicae where he describes Orbus as a virtuoso German lutenist. Philippo Oriolo da Bassano in his Monte Parnaso, written between ca. 1519 and 1522, mentions a certain "Orbo" among the most skillful lutenists of the late fifteenth and early sixteenth centuries. Since Oriolo seems to list the lutenists in chronological order, he implies that Orbo was a contemporary of or slightly earlier than Pietrobono who was active as a musician between about 1440 and 1497. This fits the comparison Tintorii made of two lutenists in his treatise, in which Pietrobono is described in the present tense while Tintorii seems to refer to Orbus as no longer alive at the time.

A Giovanni Orbo who is recorded as having been in the service of the Este court in Ferrara between 1468 and 1478 should not be confused with the lutenist Orbus ille germanus. Giovanni Orbo appears to have been a Parmesan improviser who made use of narrative verse-forms. The poet is reported to have accompanied himself on the "lira“, a word that might designate the lute or some other string instrument such as the lira da braccio. His style must have been similar to that of the improviser Serafino dall'Aquila also known to have recited poems to his own accompaniment "cum el leuto in brazo" at the Mantuan court in 1495 and to Pietrobono's singing on the "cetra" praised by Antonio Cornazano.
Neither Johannes Orbus nor his brother Carolus whom Tinctoris mentions as expert instrumentalists were identical with \textit{Orbus ille germanus}. Tinctoris specifically calls the brothers Flemish,\textsuperscript{21} although the distinction between German and Flemish may have been arbitrary after the marriage of Mary of Burgundy and Archduke Maximilian in 1477. Tinctoris testifies to the skill of Johannes and Carolus Orbus who possessed the knowledge of literature and had mastered the \textit{viola cum arculo}, an instrument Tinctoris regards as highly suitable for the recitation of poems.\textsuperscript{26} Their performance of a two-voice polyphonic music for which Johannes played the superius and Carolus the tenor on their respective instruments impressed Tinctoris immensely. The occasion took place in Bruges possibly between 1476 and 1480, since Tinctoris refers to it as "a recent event". Tinctoris gives an impression that the two musicians were still active at the time of his writing while he described \textit{Orbus ille germanus} in the past tense.

The possibility for identifying \textit{Orbus ille germanus} improves if we think of "Orbus" not as a surname but as an epithet, either referring to blindness or orphanhood. The Marchese Ludovico Gonzaga's letter of 11 March 1470 mentions "Orbo sonatore da Monacho" and tells of the difficulty of recruiting the musician to the Mantuan court.\textsuperscript{27} Orbo, he reports, fancied that Italian instrumentalists might poison him out of jealousy; therefore he trusted nobody at the court except Margherita of Bavaria with whom he must have been acquainted in Munich. The letter was a reply to Galeazzo Maria Sforza who requested that this Orbo be sent to Milan "con tutti gli'istanti che sa sonare."\textsuperscript{28} Two months later the King of Naples asked Ludovico Gonzaga about a German musician whose name was unknown to the Neapolitan court but who had the reputation of being a virtuoso instrumentalist.\textsuperscript{29} In the next letter, Ferdinand states that Johannes Oriola, who must have been a Neapolitan agent at Mantua,\textsuperscript{30} had reported that this German musician was in the service of Duke of Bavaria, and he therefore asked the Marchese of Mantua to forward his letter to the Duke in order to recruit said musician to Naples.\textsuperscript{31} That this German musician was alternately called "uno musico todisco cececo" and "uno orbo musico omne instrumento" suggests that "Orbo" referred not to his surname but his blindness.\textsuperscript{32} The documents may refer to the blind German organist Conrad Paumann, for
his presences at the Mantuan court in 1470 is attested to by his elevation to the knighthood by the Gonzaga. Paumann spent twenty years in Munich, having served successively under Sigmund and Albrecht IV at the time of his arrival in Italy in 1470. He was therefore entitled to be "Conrat von Mönchen" even though he was born in Nuremberg. Paumann's reputation as having the ability to play many instruments accords with the inscription on his epitaph that reads "Anno 1473 ... was here buried the most ingenious master of all instruments and music, Conrad Paumann, knight, born blind at Nuremberg ..." The epitaph also portrays Paumann playing a portative organ surrounded by a lute, a harp, a recorder and a rebec, showing evidence of his interest in these instruments and perhaps even his mastery of them. Although it must be stated that there is no concrete evidence that Paumann is identical with Tintorius' Orbus, it is still possible not only because Paumann matches Tintorius's description of Orbus ille germanus, but also because the evolution of solo lute practice is closely associated with German organ music of the mid-fifteenth century.

The most important technical change leading to solo lute practice was the use of bare fingers for plucking the strings. This made possible the simultaneous playing of various polyphonic voices on non-adjacent courses. Judikünig's statement of 1523 about the new finger technique as a recent innovation suggests that the change in the technique of Renaissance lute playing took place in the mid fifteenth century. Paulus Paulinus in his Liber viginti artium, written in Pilsen between 1459 and 1463, reports the common use of plectrum among lutenists. Tintorius is the first to mention finger technique. Iconographical sources also imply that the change to the new technique must have occurred during the third quarter of the fifteenth century and that the finger technique seems at first to have been employed as a substitute for the plectrum. A lutenist depicted in Niccolò da Foligno's Madonna and Child, dated c. 1465, plays the lowest string of a lute with the thumb which is the only available finger for plucking since the rest of the fingers hold the instrument. Early sixteenth-century lute instructions call for the use of the thumb when the music is monophonic. Within limits, polyphony on the lute can be played using either a plectrum or a finger. Judikünig explains that
chords may be strummed with the thumb, presumably arpeggiating
the notes from the lowest course to the highest.42 He recommends the
technique especially for dance arrangements. In the Saltarello for two
lutes by Joan Ambrosio Dalza, for instance, the second lute repeats a
chord for the entire composition, creating a simple drone effect.43 Yet
this technique of strumming produces only pseudo-polyphony, since
the voices must be played on adjacent courses. Performing a single
line of music by plucking the strings with one finger may have led lut-
enists to develop the technique of plucking alternately downward with
the thumb and upward with the index finger. A depiction of this
method may be seen in an engraving by Alart du Hameel in which the
lutenist seems to be playing a part of a vocal composition from a
music manuscript.44 This technique was first described in the instruc-
tions included in the lute books published by Petrucci and persisted
as a basic right-hand technique throughout most of the sixteenth cen-
tury.45

Various ways of holding a lute depicted in fifteenth-century pain-
tings illustrate various technical capacities of lutenists, since the
number of polyphonic voices a lutenist can manage depends upon the
number of fingers available for plucking. A miniature in Valerius
Maximus’s De dictis et factis romanorum of ca. 1470 depicts a bath scene
in which a lutenist provides entertainment for the amorous courtiers
and ladies, their behavior despised by the King and his councillor who
look in.46 The placing of the lutenist’s right thumb and index finger on
the strings shows that he can perform two-voice polyphony on his lute
by plucking two separate courses simultaneously. An intabulation of
Johannes Vincenet’s rondeau Fortune, par la cruauté preserved in the
Bologna manuscript requires the simultaneous employment of two
fingers, presumably the thumb and index finger, since the almost exact
transcription of the chanson’s tenor and contratenor must in
some instances be played on non-adjacent courses.47 Hans Gerle offers
examples of two-part compositions for which the thumb and index
finger must be used.48 He further explains that the middle finger
should be added for three-voice polyphony. The right-hand posture
shown by a wooden bust of Pythagoras by Jörg Syrlin the Elder, dated
ca. 1470, from a choir-stall in the cathedral of Ulm, demonstrates the
 technique of dealing with three-voice compositions.49 Pythagoras is
depicted in the act of plucking the lowest string of a six-string lute with his thumb, the third and first strings with the index and middle fingers respectively. His ring finger would also have been employed for four-voice polyphony since it appears to be in a position preparatory to plucking. Syrlin's placement of the lute on a pedestal enabled the lutenist to cope with the technically demanding left-hand fingerings required by the production of independent voices, such as the application of the barré technique, and to make the smooth position changes on the fingerboard that consequently expands the range obtainable on the lute. Albrecht Dürer's new naturalism led him to draw an enormous block which has no purpose other than supporting the angel's lute. On the other hand, the manner of supporting the lute with the left hand mentioned by Tinctoris as a common practice at his time and depicted in Giovanni Bellini's Madonna Enthroned, dated ca. 1478, made for limitations; the technique must have been confined to the performance of unpretentious music.

The new finger technique for the lute may have been adapted from the technique of other instruments on which solo performance of polyphonic compositions was possible. Paumann's epitaph shows him playing a portative organ placed on his lap while pressing the keys with his right-hand fingers and working the bellows with his left hand. The Buxheim Organ Book in which some compositions are attributed to Paumann offers examples of fifteenth-century polyphonic vocal compositions arranged for solo performance. The possibility of playing polyphonic music on the harp by plucking the strings with bare fingers has been convincingly argued, and the practice may date from earlier in the century. Thus Paumann's acquaintance with the organ and harp increases the possibility that he cultivated solo lute technique and even that he could have been responsible for the transfer of the fingering technique from one instrument to another.

Solo lute style is described by Cortese as a combination of ornamented superius and un-ornamented lower voices. It closely resembles his description of Pietrobono's monophonic lute style. What his contemporary and later writers praised in Pietrobono's performance was his skill in ornamenting the superius part with small rhythmic values, extensively using proportions and syncopations,
while his tenorista provided the un-ornamented version of the lower part of the composition. On the other hand, Cortese implies that the number of ornaments applied to the superius in solo lute style is generally fewer than those of the monophonic style. Perhaps the inclusion of extravagant ornamentation caused technical difficulty for the solo lutenist. The keyboard compositions of the Buxheim Organ Book stylistically conform to Cortese’s description of solo lute style. Paumann’s intabulation, for instance, of Binchois’s ballade *Je las amours* consists of a moderately ornamented superius and the almost un-decorated tenor and contra-tenor of the vocal original. The inscription “in cytaris vel etiam in organis” attached to the intabulation confirms that the composition primarily written for keyboard instrument could be performed on other instruments, and the Buxheim Organ Book may therefore be preserving the lutenist’s repertory. If the “chitara” designates the lute as Paulirinus testifies, Paumann’s intabulation could be the earliest known source of music specifically to be played with a solo lute technique such as that depicted in Syrlin’s sculpture.

Tuning instructions for the lute begin to appear in the late fifteenth century, roughly coinciding with the emergence of solo lute practice and with the supposed date of the earliest extant lute tablatures. The need for specifying tuning systems became clear once lute tablature was in common use. Because lute tablature does not give pitches but finger positions, there would have been chaos if lutenists used random tunings to encipher their intabulations. Surviving tuning instructions and tablatures show that standard tuning existed in the late fifteenth century. The intervals between the open strings of a five-course lute are, from the highest sounding course to the lowest, 4th, 4th, 3rd, 4th; and the sixth course may be tuned a fourth below the fifth course. Tinctoris describes various string instruments of his time and comments that the number of polyphonic voices produced on an instrument depends not only on the technical skill of performer, but also on the number of strings the instrument carries. The extension of the range provided the capacity to produce more polyphony on a single instrument. Two-voice compositions can be comfortably played on the five-course lute with seven frets whose range consists of two octaves and one note if the instrument is tuned in the standard
way. The insufficient range of the five-course lute for three- or four-
voice polyphony may have been a reason for some German lutenists
to have added a sixth, for the six-course lute in this tuning can encom-
pass all the notes of the Guidonian hand.63

When Sebastian Virdung named Conrad Paumann the inventor
of German lute tablature, he encountered immediate scepticism
expressed by his contemporaries. Virdung credits Paumann with
having arranged the entire alphabet, supplemented by a few other
symbols and numerals, on the fingerboard of the lute with five courses
and seven freis.64 Although Martin Agricola's *Musica instrumentalis
deutsch* was based on Virdung's *Musica getutscht*, he regarded
Virdung's story as untenable and even avoided mentioning Pau-
mann's name, calling him "a blind master lutenist".65 Agricola
questions a blind person's capability of inventing a lute tablature or of
understanding any musical notation. Yet Agricola's doubts engender
doubts themselves, since he needed justification for the proposal of his
own tablature system. His chief objection to the already established
German lute tablature was that it employed more characters than the
notes in the Gamut system. He therefore proposed to replace it with
the first letter of the note-names in the Guidonian hand, the system
that closely resembles the notation for the lower voices of German
organ tablature.66 Hans Gerle must have been aware of the controversy,
for he attacks the opinion, possibly advanced by Agricola, that the
current tablature system conceived by a "blind man" is undistin-
guished and without foundation.67 Debating Agricola's hybrid form
of lute tablature, Gerle criticizes the suitability of organ tablature for
lutenists. Gerle specifically describes various advantages of tablature not
only for sighted lutenists but also for blind ones and cites Adolf Plind-
theramer, the lutenist to Emperor Maximilian I, in order to seek authority
for keeping the current system.68

German lute tablature was relatively new when it began to appear
in print, as we can infer from Judenkünig in 1523 when he stated that
the invention of lute tablature took place "within human memory".69
The arrangement of letters and numerals indicates that German lute
tablature was originally designed for a five-course lute. The open
strings are designated by the numbers 1 to 5 from the lowest to the
highest, the highest sounding course significantly referred to as the
“quintsait” even after more strings had been added to the instrument. Letters are applied across the strings to signify the chromatic steps, a-e signifying the first frets on the five courses, f-k the second ones, and so on. According to Virdung, a series of letters or numerals independent of the rest of the notation to denote the sixth course was added after the establishment of the five-course system, the practice confirmed by the employment of various methods of notating the lowest course in the sixteenth-century German lute tablatures and instructions. Tinctoris remarks that German lutenists first cultivated the addition of the sixth course, significant, if circumstantial evidence to support the invention of German lute tablature prior to the compilation of his De inventione et usu musicae. There are preserved, furthermore, four melodies ciphered in this system in the Königstein Songbook dating from between 1470 and 1473 and originating in southern Germany, that is, within the period and region of Paumann’s activity.

The resemblances between German organ tablature and German lute tablature lead to the assumption that the latter adapted the notational devices and characteristics of the former. German lute tablature employs letters of the alphabet to represent the frets while the symbols in organ tablature, that are derived from the first letters of the note-names in the Guidonian hand, denote keys of the instrument. Dashes are used in organ tablature to indicate a note an octave higher. Likewise, when the entire alphabet is exhausted in indicating the frets in the lower position of the lute fingerboard, letters are reused with a dash attached above to denote the frets in the higher position. The capital letters that signify the lower octave in some early sixteenth-century German organ tablatures may have influenced the use of capital letters to denote the sixth course of the lute. Moreover, rhythmic signs, such as dots and vertical lines, are unique to these systems, although lutenists confined their use of rhythmic signs to those shorter than a breve, since normally the longest sustainable note value on the lute is the semibreve.

If German lute tablature derived from German organ tablature, there appears to be a problem with its inventor. How could Paumann have adapted a notation which, presumably, he had never seen? Even that can be rationalized by the fact that someone explained to him how organ tablature was constructed. It could be argued that whoever
helped him adapt it may be the actual inventor of the system on his behalf. 73 Indeed, individual signs that specifically denoted each fret of the forty places on the five-course lute might have facilitated the method of notation for the blind Paumann who must have relied on dictation to an amanuensis. Because of these particular notational characteristics, Paumann might have preferred lute tablature to notate his lute music instead of employing organ tablature which he must somehow have known. Hans Gerle explained the advantage of lute tablature which can be utilized to transmit the compositions of blind lutenists who otherwise keep their music “im Kopf oder Memori und in Übung.” 74 It must be admitted that in the case of the invention of German lute tablature Virdung admits his story is hearsay. 75 The system of letters in German lute tablature certainly benefited Paumann even if he was not its actual inventor. Perhaps it was merely his advocacy of the system that led to Paumann being called its inventor.

The assumption that German lutenists predominated in the second half of the fifteenth century is based on the fact that German lutenists frequently appeared in the payment records of various northern European courts and that a number of lutenists who were working in Italy at this period had the surname of “Tedesco” or “Teutonic.” 76 Tintorius testifies to the technical superiority of many German lutenists who were “exceedingly accomplished and renowned” in the monophonic manner of lute playing. 77 The two virtuoso lutenists specializing in polyphonic music that Tintorius singles out seem to have been German. Considering this background, it is not surprising to find Cortese believing that the new lute style was “first established” by Balthasar and Johannes Maria, both surnamed Germanus. Munich flourished as a center for instrumental music in Germany, attracting not only a number of organists, but also lutenists and lute-makers. 80 Tintorius believed that technical innovations such as the addition of courses on the lute and the use of brass strings were first made by Germans. 81 It was in Munich where the high quality strings called “Minikins” and also, as a Venetian envoy at the Bavarian court in 1492 implies, metal strings were manufactured. 82 Although the identification of “Orbus ilce germanus” with Paumann is speculative, Paumann could have invented the solo lute practice. Iconographical sources as I have mentioned above show that finger technique was already known in
Ulm, a city not far from Munich, in about 1470, while Paumann was still active. The new technique of playing the lute and of writing in tablature was derived from the technique and notation of organ music. Whether Paumann invented German lute tablature cannot be ascertained, yet the legend implies that Paumann cultivated a solo lute style that required some notational device to record his compositions. This leads to an assumption that Paumann could have introduced solo lute practice into Italy in about 1470, while the biographical data for Henry Bouclers show that the new style must have been known at the Burgundian court at least at the end of 1470s. Thus solo lute practice was relatively new when Tinctoris reported on it. The change in technique and style of Renaissance lute playing took place in the third quarter of the fifteenth century, probably as a result of the practices of German lutenists, among them Conrad Paumann.
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